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Text, Speech and DialogueSpringer, 2004
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 7th International Conference on Text, Speech and Dialogue, TSD 2004, held in Brno, Czech Republic, in September 2004.

The 78 revised full papers presented together with 3 invited papers were carefully reviewed and selected from 128 submissions. The papers present a wealth of...
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Digital Libraries: International Collaboration and Cross-Fertilization: 7th International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries, ICADL 2004, ShanghaiSpringer, 2005
The International Conference on Asian Digital Libraries (ICADL) is an annual international forum that provides opportunities for librarians, researchers and experts to exchange their research results, innovative ideas, service experiences and state-ofthe-art developments in the field of digital libraries. Building on the success of the first six...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Implement outstanding Machine Learning use cases on your own analytics models and processes.
	
		Solutions to common problems when working with the Hadoop ecosystem.
	
		Step-by-step implementation of end-to-end big data use cases.



	Who This Book Is For

...
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The Definitive Guide to AdonisJs: Building Node.js Applications with JavaScriptApress, 2018

	
		Learn everything you need to master the AdonisJs framework, including topics such as interacting with a database, rendering templates, writing asynchronous code, and hosting sites with SSL. Along the way, you’ll see how to build a commerce application, which lists products and allows shoppers to register and purchase those...
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HTML Complete CourseJohn Wiley & Sons, 2003
Written by a Web design expert and illustrated throughout in full color, this Complete Course shows you how to master the ins and outs of HTML, the language of the Web, while working on a single project. Fifteen sessions and nearly 100 step-by-step tutorials, accompanied by vivid color images and screen shots, walk you through building a...
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Joomla! 1.5 Development CookbookPackt Publishing, 2009
This book has a "wealth" of solutions for problems that Joomla! developers face regularly. It provides step-by-step mini examples, which show how to overcome common design and implementation problems when creating Joomla! extensions. It will help you set up a sustainable collaborative development environment using the powerful free...
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HTML5 Mobile Application Development in 24 Hours, Sams Teach YourselfSams Publishing, 2011

	
		In just 24 sessions of one hour or less, learn how to build rich, robust mobile apps that run on smartphones, tablets, and other devices and interact with users in powerful new ways. Using this book’s straightforward, step-by-step approach, you’ll master leading-edge practical skills you can use...
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Adaptive Web Sites: A Knowledge Extraction from Web Data Approach - Volume 170 Frontiers in Artificial Intelligence and ApplicationsIOS Press, 2008
This book can be presented in two different ways; introducing a particular methodology to build adaptive Web sites and; presenting the main concepts behind Web mining and then applying them to adaptive Web sites. In this case, adaptive Web sites is the case study to exemplify the tools introduced in the text. The authors start by introducing the...
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Solaris 9 Security (Networking)Premier Press, 2002
Solaris is one of the most widely used operating systems. One of the main reasons for its popularity is its enhanced security. Solaris 9 protects systems from internal and external security threats by restricting access to system data, authenticating and encrypting interactive sessions with the Solaris operating environment, and supporting protocol...
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Systems Modeling and Simulation: Theory and Applications, Asian Simulation Conference 2006Springer, 2007
The Asia Simulation Conference 2006 (JSST 2006) was aimed at exploring challenges in methodologies for modeling, control and computation in simulation, and their applications in social, economic, and financial fields as well as established scientific and engineering solutions. The conference was held in Tokyo from October 30 to November 1, 2006,...
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Usability Testing of Medical DevicesCRC Press, 2010

	To paraphrase a popular saying, usability testing should be done early and often. However, it doesn’t have to be an onerous process. Informative, practical, and engaging, Usability Testing of Medical Devices provides a simple, easy to implement general understanding of usability testing. It offers a general...
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Complete Scattering Experiments (Physics of Atoms and Molecules)Springer, 2001
The Hans Kleinpoppen Symposium on "Complete Scattering Experiments" was held in honor of Hans Kleinpoppen’s 70th birthday. It took place in Il Ciocco, Italy. The symposium had two purposes: to present the work that Hans Kleinpoppen has done or initiated during his remarkable scientific career, and to bring people from various fields...
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